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Question 1: 

Question 2: 
We support the 8 guiding principles put forward by the ALRC as a starting point for informing the ALRC’s approach to the Inquiry, with the following comments on certain of them:
Principle 1: Promoting the digital economy and Principle 2: Encouraging innovation and competition
If the Federal Government’s policy under development has as its objective “to increase the social and economic dividend from the arts, culture and the creative industries”,[1] then Principles 1 and 2 need to form the backdrop against which the issues in this inquiry are framed. This is important when one recognises the copyright industries employ 8 per cent of the Australian workforce, account for 6.6 per cent of gross domestic product and 2.9 per cent of exports.[2] However, Principles 1 and 2 are even more poignant when one considers the negative or lower growth that copyright industries in Australia have experienced in the last few years.[3]
However, we also urge the Commission not to think about copyright law solely or primarily in terms of trade and economic policy, but to recall its central role in cultural policy. As Michael Birnhack has eloquently observed, “copyright law embeds, in a concise and condensed form, a society’s views about creativity, about the production of information and knowledge, and about culture. The rules that compose the copyright regime within a jurisdiction reflect (and also construct) the social values about that creative purpose.”[4] Principles 1 and 2 are important principles, but we submit they are secondary to Principles 3 and 4.
Principle 3: Recognising rights holders and international obligations
We approve of the ALRC’s reference to human rights, but consider that the draft principle should refer to “authors” in addition to “rights holders”. Authors may be rights holders, but rights holders will not always be authors. The interests of both groups may overlap but they are not identical. The interests of authors tend elsewhere in the paper to have been subsumed into those of rights holders but need to be considered on their own terms, in particular in accordance with Article 6bis of the Berne Convention.
In relation to Australia’s international obligations, we observe that copyright law is increasingly becoming a subject of negotiation at the level of bilateral and multilateral trade agreements.[5] Negotiations surrounding such agreements are carried out under conditions of strict confidentiality, which acts to minimise the input of those whose interests may be affected. In light of this apparent direction in policy-making, we submit that there could be significant advantages in introducing greater flexibility into exceptions at the domestic level (see below).
Principle 4: Promoting fair access to and wide dissemination of content
We understand this principle to refer to the public interest in copyright law. As Jessica Litman has written, “A copyright system only makes sense if it facilitates communication of the works to audiences who experience and enjoy them.”[6] Some academics have argued that the public interest should be thought of in terms of “user’s rights” and the Canadian Supreme Court had adopted this language in interpreting the Canadian fair dealing provisions.[7] Whether we talk about rights or interests, it is our submission that copyright must have as one of its central purposes the aim of encouraging reading, listening, viewing, accessing and disseminating copyright works.
Principle 5: Responding to technological change
We agree with the ALRC’s comment that copyright is an area of law fundamentally affected by technological developments. We submit that the legislature should not, however, alter copyright law in order to shore up existing, and possibly outdated, business models. Attempts by established copyright industries to use legislation and litigation in order to impede and discourage innovators have long been an aspect of copyright practice and policy-making.[8] However, while copyright must continue to provide adequate protection for authors and makers, copyright legislation must not become the tool of established parties with vested interests, at the cost of denying users and the public the benefits of new technologies.
Principle 7: Reducing the Complexity of Copyright Law 
It is beyond argument that copyright legislation in Australia is complex, incoherent in places, difficult to find and hard to understand. We are pleased that the Inquiry has as one of its aims “changing the law to make it simpler and more coherent”. We consider that, in achieving this aim, the following matters should be considered.
Drafting and rearrangement of the statute
The exceptions to copyright infringement are scattered throughout the statute, with different exceptions being located in different Parts and in different divisions within those Parts. This was noted by the CLRC Simplification Report of 1998, which further observed, “the organisation of both the fair dealing and the miscellaneous exceptions is confusing... A further problem is that there is a lack of consistency in how the exceptions are arranged in respect of works and subject matter other than works.” The CLRC recommended that all the royalty-free exceptions be located in one part of the Act and also added that the distinctions between works and subject matter other than works should be eliminated or minimised. We agree that this would assist in making the Act more coherent, as well as being more accessible to non-experts.
In addition, we observe that in places the drafting obscures more than it reveals to a reader not well-versed in the vagaries of Australian copyright law. To take one example that might be thought to be close to the hearts of the parties to this submission, we examine s40(3) and s40(4). Academics and students frequently make copies of journal articles in the course of pursuing research and study; s40(3) is therefore a welcome release from potential liability if they choose to make copies rather than take longhand notes while sitting in a library. What, however, is one to make of the rider in s40(4) which provides that subs(3) does not apply if that academic or student wishes to make a second copy of an article for a different course of study or different research?
According to the Explanatory Memorandum, the section “prohibits the reproduction of large portions of unrelated articles from a periodical publication.” But why should a student enrolled, say, in a joint BA/LLB be unable to make copies should it so happen that they find a journal with articles relevant to both their BA and their LLB courses (the BA and LLB potentially being “different courses of study” within the meaning of s40(4))? And, likewise, why should an academic working concurrently on several research projects be able to copy only one article from a journal, even if they should find several of use to different projects in that same publication, but be able to copy as many as they like from the same journal if relevant to the same project? Can this be the intended meaning of the section? The Explanatory Memorandum states: “New sub‑s 40(4) is intended to reduce the uncertainty associated with the meaning of the term ‘different subject-matter’ used in previous sub‑s 40(4).” Whether uncertainty has been removed is debatable; that illogic has been introduced seems incontrovertible.
However, it is important to be clear that we draw a distinction between incoherence and vagueness.We accept that a certain degree of vagueness in copyright law is probably inevitable and, given the infinitely variable nature of the issues that come before the courts, may even be desirable.[9] What is not desirable are specific provisions drafted in ways that do not appear to be explicable by reference to any clear underlying principle, or whose drafting is so opaque that they cannot be understood at all.
Copyright law should “make sense” to owners and users

In 1902/3, Mark Twain famously commented “Only one thing is impossible to God: to find any sense in any copyright law on the planet.”[10] Copyright law has changed in many ways in the intervening 110 years, but the sense of exasperation and incomprehension experienced so often by those who cross paths with copyright law appears unaltered. We are not proposing that copyright law should (or indeed could) return to the days when it could be contained in eleven short sections.[11] Those days are long gone. However, we should aspire to create a copyright law which, if it were to be explained by an expert to a member of the public, that person would not respond by saying “that’s crazy” or “that can’t be right”. It is clear that, in order to understand the exceptions in copyright law, a potential user must first understand copyright itself. Thus, the problem lies not just in the drafting and placing of exceptions, but in the initial rights of authors, makers and owners.
Today, as Professor Samuelson has observed, “Copyright rules implicate many daily activities of ordinary people. Copyright law has thus suddenly become significant not only to industry insiders who are steeped in the law’s complexities, but also to millions of people who access information on the Internet and who often share this information with others.”[12] Catherine Bond has made a similar point in the Australian context, arguing that this means there needs to be a reconsideration of who Australia’s national copyright legislation should speak to.[13] Ongoing and pervasive infringement, particularly on the internet, suggests that many people are either unaware of, misunderstanding or simply ignoring the law. Recent efforts to bring the law more in line with consumers’ expectations, such as s109A (the iPod exception) are both piecemeal and so technology-specific that they will quickly become outdated .[14]
As a result, we therefore suggest that, in the course of this Inquiry, the ALRC should take up the opportunity to initiate discussion which would assist in developing and articulating a clearer view of the underlying principles of copyright law and policy. It is important that such discussion should cover not only the objectives copyright law should seek to achieve, but also give consideration to the kinds of behaviour and activities copyright law should not be preventing or hindering.[15] It must be remembered that the copyright owner is not necessarily entitled to all the value, or the maximum financial return, that the work is capable of generating.[16] Thus, it should not necessarily be the case that exceptions are drafted in the narrowest possible terms.[17]
The need to reassess the very foundations of copyright law has been recognised in other jurisdictions. In 2007, Professor Pamela Samuelson observed that United States copyright law was too long, too complex, too incomprehensible, imbalanced and lacking normative “heft”.[18] She convened the Copyright Principles Project with the objective of bringing together a broad group of people involved in copyright law to articulate some principles of “good” copyright law, analyse the ways in which existing copyright law does or does not match up to these principles and to recommend changes to achieve greater conformity with the principles.[19] In Europe, a group of copyright scholars collaborated in the Wittem Project to draft a European Copyright Code which would promote transparency and consistency in European copyright law.[20] Thus it seems that across the world there is a growing sense that copyright law is in need of reform at the most fundamental level.
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We submit that this Inquiry must consider issues raised by the use of Indigenous cultural expressions in the digital environment. By the term Indigenous cultural expressions we include Indigenous or traditional arts and handicrafts, music, song, stories and performances. In April 2009, Australia endorsed the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous People 2007. Article 31 of the Declaration provides a compelling reason to ensure that Indigenous cultural expressions are protected in accordance with the customary laws of the Indigenous peoples that produced those expressions:
1. Indigenous peoples have the right to maintain, control, protect and develop their cultural heritage, traditional knowledge and traditional cultural expressions, as well as the manifestations of their sciences, technologies and cultures, including human and genetic resources, seeds, medicines, knowledge of the properties of fauna and flora, oral traditions, literatures, designs, sports and traditional games and visual and performing arts. They also have the right to maintain, control, protect and develop their intellectual property over such cultural heritage, traditional knowledge, and traditional cultural expressions. [emphasis added]
2. In conjunction with Indigenous peoples, States shall take effective measures to recognise and protect the exercise of these rights.
It must be recognised that cultural expressions and knowledge are “imbued with community social norms, customary laws and protocols, cosmology but also connection with the land, environment and location of that community in an integral sense”.[1] However, copyright law recognises the author of the specific work but not the rights of the community to which the author belongs, despite attempts made in a variety of copyright infringement cases involving Aboriginal artistic works.[2] These issues become relevant when the exceptions to copyright come into play. Is it enough that the author of a work gives permission for that work to be digitised and made available to the public in a digital library of some sort? What if the nature of the work was sacred and the community must provide permission before such digitisation can take place or be the subject of some transformative work? Further, what if the work is a cave painting thousands of years old but is sacred to an Indigenous community? Here the author is more than likely unknown and even if known copyright would no longer apply and the cave painting would form part of the public domain able to be reproduced without infringement.
While there are a variety of protocols established in different contexts for dealing with Indigenous culture, such as by museums and libraries[3], often these protocols address the issue of copyright over those cultural expressions from the perspective of obtaining releases to use such material. Economic rights accrue to the author as the owner of the copyright in the cultural expression. How does the community benefit from the exploitation of that cultural expression? The United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous People 2007 tells us at Article 11.2 that
States shall provide redress through effective mechanisms, which may include restitution, developed in conjunction with Indigenous peoples, with respect to their cultural, intellectual, religious and spiritual property taken without their free, prior and informed consent or in violation of their laws, traditions and customs.
This provides an invitation to either amend the Copyright and other existing regimes or establish sui generis legislation to address concerns regarding the use of cultural expressions without consent of the community.
Moral rights have been suggested by the issues paper as having a role in preventing derogatory use or other misuse. However, moral rights accrue to the author. Once again the community have no rights to assert in such a situation but must rely on the member of their clan who is the author to assert the appropriate rights in relation to the cultural expression. An attempt to introduce a communal moral right has been made through the Copyright Amendment (Indigenous Communal Moral Rights) Bill 2003 (Cth). However, that legislation received little exposure and did not proceed even after a second attempt in 2006. We submit that this inquiry must consider the rights of Indigenous peoples in relation to their cultural expressions and that the creation of a communal moral right (in addition to the existing economic rights and authorial moral rights) would represent a positive adoption of the rights acknowledged under the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous People 2007. This would then inform how the exceptions to copyright might operate in relation to those cultural expressions.
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The analytics industry is a growing industry in Australia. The emerging area of “predictive business intelligence and data mining” contributes to businesses in their Risk, Operations, Marketing, Strategy and Fraud/Compliance functions.[1] Data mining in this context has a strong commercial purpose which at the same time raises questions of privacy and security but that is beyond the scope of this submission. Analytics or data and text mining are also a growing part of non-commercial research in the education sector. These analytical techniques, whether commercial or not, effectively copy the digital material that is to be analysed. In so doing one would expect that more than a reasonable portion of the material is being copied and therefore if done without permission of the copyright holder the activity would be an infringement, or would it? In a recent US case, The Authors Guild Inc. et al. v HathiTrust et al.,[2] the trial judge found that non-expressive uses such as text searching and computational analysis are fair use and therefore not infringing the copyright in the underlying material. This judgment is in line with the view expressed by Matthew Jockers, Jason Schultz and Matthew Sag in their Nature article, “Digital Archives: Don’t Let Copyright Block Data Mining”.[3] Judge Baer considered the text searching and computational analysis to be transformative and therefore appropriately falling under the fair use exception. He was not prepared to draw a distinction between the case before him and cases involving internet search engine and plagiarism detection software.
We submit that such an argument be explored, particularly in the light of our comments below regarding questions 52 and 53.
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Question 52: 
While we are responding primarily to Questions 52 and 53, our response should be taken to be relevant also to Questions 12 and 15.
We commence our discussion of the fair dealing exceptions with a brief historical detour. The 1710 Statute of Anne provided simply for a right to print and reprint books. This phrasing left open the question of whether the right applied only to the printing and reprinting of entire books, or also to parts thereof. The copy-owning booksellers argued for the latter interpretation in cases brought before the Court of Chancery where only part of a book had been copied. The Court was not prepared to go so far as protecting against any partial copying, but nor was it willing to allow people to evade the statute by leaving out some parts or making immaterial changes. Over time, the approach that was developed was to express the principle that copying parts of a work for certain purposes, such as quotation, criticism, abridgment, making new works or correcting errors, was acceptable, particularly if the new work created did not interfere with the market for the original work. This approach did not crystallise into a rule that clearly outlawed copying of substantial parts except for certain defined purposes until after the Imperial Copyright Act of 1911.[1] Even then, it has been argued, this was a consequence unintended by the legislators.[2]
An examination of the infringement cases brought before the courts in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries suggests that the Anglo-Australian approach of carving out certain specific exceptions to an otherwise expansive right developed, if not by accident, then as a consequence of various features of the Anglo-Australian legal system: first, the nature of common law, which favours incremental and fact-specific development of the law on a case by case basis; second, the doctrine of precedent which solidifies judicial explanations into fixed principles of law; and third, the difficulty and undesirability of courts considering broader interests than those of the parties appearing before it. The result of such interactions was that a narrow and specific right to prevent others from making copies, accompanied by a liberal attitude towards those who brought some new or valuable work into society, developed over time into an expansive right accompanied by narrowly formed and interpreted exceptions. What is more, and despite the foregoing factors, much turns on the decision of legislators of the 1911 Act to codify the exceptions to copyright in terms that referred to specific defined purposes. Had they not done so, it seems not improbable that we might have ended up with something much more similar to the modern United States law of fair use, which shares more with the case law of the eighteenth and nineteenth century than does the Anglo-Australian modern law of infringement and exceptions.
The point of this historical discussion is to emphasise that there is nothing “natural” or inevitable about the current fair dealing defences in Australian law. We therefore suggest it is time to take greater account of the interests of users, readers, members of the public (call them what you will). In this vein, we submit that there are real advantages to adopting a more flexible approach to exceptions, especially in light of ongoing technological developments offering new modes of exploiting copyright works as well as challenging our understanding of existing modes of exploitation.  We consider that a broad, flexible exception might go some way towards alleviating the incoherence observed above. As Matthew Sag has commented, in the context of fair use in the United States, “Fair use exceptions keep copyright closer to the reasonable expectations of most people and thus help make sense of copyright law.”[3] Moreover, the recent decision of Judge Baer in favour of HathiTrust’s digital repository demonstrates the important role fair use can play in allowing innovative educational technologies to exist and flourish, as well as the huge benefits offered by the service to print-disabled individuals by such projects
We do not, however, propose the direct transplant of American-style “fair use” exceptions into Australian copyright law.[4] The Issues Paper identifies a number of convincing arguments against introducing such a model into Australia, including problems with transposing doctrines from other legal systems which would likely operate differently when placed in a different legal and constitutional framework. Instead we would support more of a “halfway house” model, such as that proposed by the CLRC in 1998, or the exceptions drafted by the Wittem Group.[5] Although this approach was rejected by the Ergas Committee, largely on the basis that the disruption would outweigh the projected benefits, we propose that it be reconsidered now in light of the many technological developments that have occurred in the interim. We believe that introducing a semi-open norm that largely leaves intact the existing exceptions would combine much-needed flexibility with legal certainty and technological neutrality. It would also be more likely to comply with Australia’s international obligations and the three-step test.
While a semi-open model might introduce some new uncertainties into the law, this would hardly be the only area of copyright characterised by a certain level of vagueness; other principles such as the idea-expression dichotomy and the substantial part doctrine are also notably uncertain in their precise contours.[6] However, as Michael Spence and Timothy Endicott have noted, “vagueness in the scope of copyright protection is not itself a defect in the law”[7] and in fact may be “essential to the project of copyright.”[8] However, vagueness does call for “greater control by a clearer articulation of the purpose of the enquiry as to scope, and of principles to guide decision-makers in conducting it.”[9] We therefore return to the suggestion made above that this Inquiry should seize the opportunity to begin a dialogue in which copyright’s fundamental principles are investigated, examined and articulated, as an essential first step to reforming the law of copyright.
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Copyright and the Digital Economy: Issues Paper 42
Submission to the Australian Law Reform Commission
This submission is made by the above members of the Intellectual Property, Media and Communications Research Network of the University of Technology, Sydney, Faculty of Law, being:
	legal academics with knowledge of, and interest in, intellectual property law;

creators of copyright works; and,
users of copyright works both in our capacity as educators and researchers and in our personal capacities as consumers of creative, cultural and informational works.
It must be stated at the outset that the parties to this submission are deeply ambivalent about the relatively limited scope of this Inquiry. By focussing solely on the exceptions and limitations to copyright, it may be argued that a significant normative choice has been made regarding the various exclusive rights conferred under the Copyright Act 1968 (Cth), as well as the scope of those rights in terms of subject matter, infringing acts, moral rights and remedies. While it is undoubtedly the case that exceptions play a key role in seeking to achieve that much prized “balance between the rights of authors and the larger public interest, particularly education, research and access to information”[1], they are not the only means of delineating the scope of the rights of creators and owners. It is therefore suggested that, if the ALRC truly wishes to assess the ways in which Australia’s copyright law is affecting participation in the digital economy, a more holistic review of copyright law ought to be attempted.
Indeed, we disagree with the proposition that the Inquiry is demonstrating an inherent bias against copyright owners by focussing on exceptions.[2] By contrast, we propose it is equally possible to discern a prior bias in favour of copyright owners through the implicit assumption that the current approach of granting broad and expansive rights to owners, offset by narrowly defined and interpreted exceptions, is correct and desirable. While copyright owners appear to fear that reforming exceptions will prise away some of their closely guarded entitlements, copyright users might equally fear that any reform will remain severely constrained due to the apparent continued commitment to an existing, owner-prioritising model of copyright law. In addition, we reject suggestions, as reported in the media, that there ought to be no examination of copyright law because it is not “urgent”.[3] On the contrary, we believe that a time when reform is not urgently demanded is the very time to examine the state of the law, as it allows such consideration to be carried out in a balanced and measured way, unaffected by externally imposed pressures.
Notwithstanding our reservations mentioned above, and in the spirit of engaging with the current review, we make submissions in relation to Questions 2, 22, 25, 26 & 27, and 52 & 53, together with a more general comment on copyright law and its place in the community.
Additional comments
Although it does not directly form part of the ALRC’s terms of reference, we observe that an underlying theme of many of our submissions, and perhaps also of the ALRC’s questions, is that there exists a certain perception in the wider community that copyright law lacks legitimacy. It is sometimes suggested, by those concerned about the widespread non-compliance with copyright law, that consumer “education” is required to “teach” the public to obey copyright law. Record companies in the United States have engaged in litigation against individual file-sharers for such educational purposes[4] while government bodies, private companies and WIPO have developed educational programs for primary school students.[5] Whilst we hesitate to endorse a strategy of informing citizens about copyright law with the object of attempting to regulate certain kinds of conduct, we would welcome the creation of a forum or space in which copyright can be explained and its justifications examined critically and openly. There is no doubt that, even if our copyright law were to be improved in line with the suggestions made here and elsewhere, the law would remain complex and abstract and, as such,  far from intuitive to many people. There are many significant differences between physical and intangible property which ought to be made explicit in any public discussion, so that the benefits of copyright law as well as the harms flowing from non-compliance can be properly appreciated.
Moreover, if users and consumers could benefit from thinking more carefully about their rights and obligations in respect of copyright law, so too could copyright owners. The knife must cut both ways. As Jane Ginsburg has observed, the reason that copyright has got a bad name for itself is down to “Corporate greed and consumer greed.”[6] Copyright owners “have urged and obtained ever more protective legislation, that extends the term of copyright and interferes with the development and dissemination of consumer-friendly copying technologies” while consumers “have exhibited an increasing rapacity in acquiring and “sharing” unauthorized copies of music and…motion pictures.”[7] In addition to lobbying parliament for greater protection, copyright owners are sometimes guilty of overreaching, whether by claiming rights in public domain works, using technological protection measures which prevent users from taking advantage of the exceptions to copyright, [8] or simply by charging excessively high prices for access or use.[9]
The point could further be made that this educative approach to copyright law could be seen as desirable due to an increasingly regulatory approach to copyright and its enforcement which focuses significantly on sanctions, ie, what is lawful and what is unlawful. Our earlier expressed hesitation in endorsing this economics-influenced imperative theory of law lies in the fact that it does not really work or, at least, its efficacy is limited. We submit that if the Inquiry is contemplating a re-drafting of the Copyright Act (“changing the law to make it simpler and more coherent”) and accepts that copyright law should “make sense” to owners and users, then the recent debate in the US regarding the theory of expressive function of laws may be of some utility here. The theory claims that “in addition to its sanction function, law has an “expressive” function. The thesis is that law influences behaviour independent of sanctions it threatens to impose, that law works by what it says in addition to what it does.”[10] Lawrence Lessig calls this the social meaning of law.[11] This theory is closely associated with (and in some cases distinguished from) the theory of regulation by norms (mainly social norms).[12] Copyright user compliance seemingly is a very apt case for the application of the theory of expressive function of law. As stated earlier, before a user can understand the “exceptions”, he or she must understand the rights granted and their conceptual framework. Re-writing copyright law incorporating its aims and goals either explicitly as legislative statements (norms) or implicitly within the structure (Lessig’s architecture/code) would help to influence behaviour (expressive function). Legislators need to answer the question, putting it in crude marketing terms (but which is apposite in social media terms): what is the message? We hope that this Inquiry will go some way towards formulating an answer.
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